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DISPLAYING

Right. Rrogon Skar. Twenty-Six years of age, eight of those spent in Arcona’s happy halls. Eight
years, and the guy goes through four limbs, most of his functioning organic organs, a spouse,
and most of his biological or adopted family. I’m honestly starting to question why anyone would
think to stick around here. Not to undermine the divine wisdom of our glorious and eternal
psycho-magicians in chief, as they’re paying my tab this month, but thi’ lizard has gone through
enough punishment to turn him into a microwave oven, and he still accepted that Quaestor job.
Honestly.

Back on track. Rrogon Skar, despite his questionable wisdom, may pose a salient threat to the
continued state of the Iron Throne. Say what you will, and I will (as this screen protects me from
any of RETRIBUTIVE FAULT’s retribution), he remains a powerful sith. Analysis points towards
specific precognitive adroitness, a skill that is reinforced by talent for biological amplification.
Moreover, target displays an odd proclivity for Force-driven manipulation. This, combined with
his physical talents and his mastery over the lightsaber, means that he presents a blue-level
assassination threat. While less adept at long-range confrontation, Skar has proven capable of
withstanding extreme physical punishment. Open engagement is, therefore, not advised unless
directly necessitated.

There is one, rather glaringly obvious reason for Skar being singled out as a blue-level threat.
While most former summiteers are regulated to green or orange threat-levels (signifying a level
of lethal ability that coil pose a threat to the throne, but a questionable or non-present incentive
to attack the throne), Rrogon is not like most Summiteers. Namely, he is completely and totally
unstable. To put it lightly, he got hit with the Sith-stick just a tad too hard, and went off the
deep-end from there. The assassination of his master and adopted grandfather, Zakath, at the
hands of then-Voice Marick Tyris, triggered a psychotic break in Skar that him end up dirtying
his own hands with the blood of his own wife. That’s not the sort of thing that our good, sweet
lizard is going to forget, especially not at such a ripe young age. Since then, he’s displayed a
sort of...psychotic fracture. Separated from Tyris, he remained relatively stable. Now that Tyris
(SEE FILE: NOTCHED RAZOR) has returned to a relatively happy, stable, and productive life



within Arcona, however, Skar seems to have doven directly off of the deep-end. Moreover,
recent events on the island of Atolli (SEE REPORT: POSTPARTUM SUBSTITUTE) appear to
have further disrupted his mental state. The target lashed out at several key members of the
clan, including the former Consul Atyiru (SEE FILE: MELTED HALO), Praetor to the Herald
Tir’Eivra (SEE ASSET FILE: CONSUMMATE INK), and junior summiteer Kaern (SEE ASSET
FILE: MARKED LAMB). It is only logical to believe that, nudged in the right direction, Skar
could be led to attack the Summit, and the throne, with similar recklessness.

Thankfully, we are presented with multiple routes to remove him, should he choose to present a
threat, either by attacking the throne or motioning that he will support an interest in opposition to
the throne’s desire. The most obvious method to remove him is simply to wait, or sabotage his
life support systems while he is in hospital. Years of injury and chronic illness are waiting to
overcome Skar. In my professional opinion, I’ve never been handed a target before where our
most efficient option is simply to wait for their synthetic heart to finally shit the bed in the middle
of the night. Options for biological support system sabotage remain open, most likely through
replacement of Skar’s primary care physician with a suitable selected scalpel. None chosen by
our former Proconsul, however. You know what happens with the freaks that he tries to pick.

That’s my input. More details attached in the supplementary file. Keep your eyes on this one,
Director.
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Well. Nice not to need to sterilize things for our good Director any longer. Funny, he gets to put
the black ink wherever the hell he wants on those papers, just like he used to go spilling his
white ink over every shaking ass in down, but he never gets to see the stuff that the Lady
actually wants to read, does he? Poor man. This is the juicy stuff.

Right. Rrogon Skar. Everything above still applies, save for the fact that the ‘secondary threat’
mentioned above -that of Rrogan attempting to sway the outcome of the next successor to the
throne- is by far the greatest provided. Skar has legitimacy that can not be denied. If we are to
remove him, we must also ruin him. Thankfully, he’s already given us the tools to do so. The
target is extremely unstable; all that is required is a miniscule amount of stimulus to produce a
catastrophic reaction.



There are two possible routes to take. One is to manipulate Skar’s connection to a native
Selenian, Sey Jenirra. Agent analysis has revealed her to be receptive to Force suggestion.
“Suggesting” that she attack Skar, spurring him to kill her, would likely result in a psychotic, and
suicidal, break. We give him the rope and chair, he hangs himself, essentially. Or, even better,
we utilize his connection to Samatha Tameike. Manipulate Skar into  her, You-Know-Who will
remove him from play...though, that course of action could pack serious consequences.
Consequences that I don’t even want to begin thinking about. You know what the frack’ she
would do.

In my opinion? Just sabotage his damn heart medication. Go for the girlfriend if you need to.
Leave the Tameikes out of this.


